AIR POWERED VEHICLE

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Type of activity: Build and experiment

Focus: Air flow

Skills used: Following instructions, making observations

Age: 8-13 years - 30 minutes

Not all vehicles are powered by fuel. Land sailing is a fun activity that only requires a
lightweight vehicle and the wind.

REAL SCIENCE
When moving air pushes on the
vehicle’s sail it exerts a force on
the sail. This force pushes the
car forward.
The force must be big enough
to overcome any friction in the
spinning axles.

You will need

Ask an adult if you want help with the scissors.

How to make your craft
1

Cut out a piece of cardboard to form
the body of your car.
Tape two straws to the bottom of your
car, one at each end to form the axles.
Make sure the straws are parallel.

Ask an adult to help you carefully poke
an “+” shaped hole in the centre of each
bottle cap.

2

Push a wooden skewer through the hole
in one of the bottle caps.
Thread the other end of the skewer
through one of the straws.
Push a bottle cap onto the end of the
skewer opposite the first bottle cap.
Make sure the axles can spin and the
car can roll smoothly without getting
stuck. If needed, adjust the wheels so
they are not too wobbly.

3

Poke a small hole in the middle of the
cardboard. Remember to ask an adult

for help.
Insert a wooden skewer upright into the
hole to form a mast. Secure it at the
base with plenty of tape.
If it is still too wobbly, you can build
a diagonal support out of a piece of
cardboard.

How to make your craft, continued
4

Cut out a shape for a sail from a piece
of paper.
Poke the upright skewer through both
ends of the sail to hold it in place.

5

Place your car in front of a fan, turn on
the fan, and watch it go!

Let’s experiment
You can now explore how air power works using your model, changing the design to make it
faster, more stable or go further.

What happens when
you add different weights to your
vehicle?
What happens when you
adjust the wind speed from the
source? (hairdryer/fan)
Can you change the shape
of the design to make it faster?

Does a bigger sail always mean a
faster vehicle?
What have you found out about the
direction of the wind and how it
drives the vehicle?

Share your creations
To let us know how you got on email
silverstonemuseum.co.uk/learn
or find us online:

@SilverstoneIM
@SilverstoneIM

Don’t forget

Not everything works the first time you try, keep
trying until you find something that does work,
that’s how we succeed.

